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(c)	In order that the derivative/' exist in a neighborhood of 0 in E and be continuous
at 0, a necessary and sufficient condition is that there exist a neighborhood J <= I of 0
such that: (1) each/,' exists in J; (2) sup |/,'(0)| < -f °o; (3) the sequence (/,') is equicon-
R
tinuous at the point 0 (Section 7.5). (See Section 8.6, Problem 3.)
(d)	Let /„(/) = enlt/n for every n ^ l,/o(r) = 1. Show that /is quasi-differentiable at
every point jteE; if u(x) is the quasi-derivative of /at the point x, show that the
mapping (x, y) -* u(x) - y of E x E into F0 is continuous, but that /is not diflferentiable
at any point of E.
3.	Let /be a continuous mapping of an open set A of a Banach space E into a Banach
space F. Suppose that for any x e A and any y e E, lim (f(x -f ty) —f(x))/f = g(x, y)
r-*0,t^0
exists in E. If, for yt e E, 1 ^ / < «, and *0 <= A, each of the mappings x -*g(x, yt) is
n
continuous at x0 , show that g(x0 , yt + y2 H ----- h >>«) = ]£ g(xQ , yt) (apply the mean
value theorem).	*=1
4.	Let Ei, E2 , F be three Banach spaces, /a continuous mapping of an open subset A of
Ei x E2 into F. In order that / be differentiable at (ai9 a2) s A, it is necessary and
sufficient that: (1) D1f(a1,a2) and D2/(0i,<z2) exist; (2) for any e>0, there exists
8 > 0 such that the relations \\ti\\ ^ 8, ||/2|| < 8 imply
\\f(ai + /i, a2 + (2) -/(«i + *i, a2) -/(fli, fl2 + /a) +/(*i, fla)ll ^ e(ll/ill +
Showthatthe second condition is satisfied if di/(«i, a2) exists and there is a neighbor-
hood V of (0i, a2) in ei x E2 such that D2/ exists in V and the mapping
(*i,*2)-*D2/(xi,*2) of V into ^(E2; F) is continuous.
Let / be the real function defined in R2 by f(x, y) = (xylr)sin(l/r) for (jc, >>) ^ (0, 0),
with r = (x2 +y2)1/2> and/(0,0) = 0. Show that Di/and D2/ exist at every point
(x, y) e R2, and that the four mappings x ->• T>if(x, b), y -* Dif(a, y), x-*D2f(x, b\
y ->D2/(0, y) are continuous in R for any (a, b) e R2, but that /is not differentiable at
(0,0).
Let I be an interval in R,/a mapping of F into a real Banach space E, such that, for
any (0i,..., ap) elp, each of the mappings Xj-*f(ai9 ..., a/-i,*,, o,+i, ..., ap)
(1 ^ j ^ p) is continuous and diflferentiable in I, and furthermore, the p functions
A//0 ^J^P) are bounded in Ip. Show that /is continuous in lp (use the mean- value
theorem).
10. JACOBIANS
We now specialize the general result (8.9.1) to the most important cases.
1. E = Rn (resp. E = C1). If / is a differentiable mapping of an open
subset A of E into F, the partial derivative Dkf(atl9..., an) is identified to a
vector of F (Section 8.4), and the derivative of/is the mapping
fc=l
If D/is continuous, so is each of the Dkf. Conversely, if each of the mappings
Dkf exists and is continuous in A, then/is continuously differentiable in A.
2. E = R" and F = Rm (resp. E = C" and F = Cm). Then we can write

